Abstract
Introduction
Conflict detection and resolution is usually performed based on 4 dimensions x (usually longitude), y (latitude), z (altitude), and t (time) in a 4D Trajectory-Based-Operations (TBO) framework. These four dimensions (also known as XYZT coordinate system as used in the title) allow the detection of conflicts between both pairs of aircraft trajectory, and aircraft trajectories and no-fly zones (NFZ). The heterogeneous equipage of today's traffic mixture is not considered when detecting and resolving conflicts. In contrast, special routes are assigned depending on aircraft's degree of equipage according to predefined procedures. Once a conflict is detected and a resolution needs to be predicted again above-named procedures need to be taken into account.
This paper proposes a different approach for respecting the capabilities of single aircraft. Aircraft's equipage is suggested to be integrated in the conflict detection process, and the corresponding procedures to be integrated by means of suitable conflict metrics. The goal is to formulate equipage dependent procedures as an/several additional dimension(s) in conflict management. The expected benefit is an integrated procedure design guidelines being considered automatically in conflict detection and resolution process.
Integrating the capability dimension in the conflict detection and resolution framework results in better integrated and faster violation detection compared to sequential testing. Once an aircraft is detected to be capable entering a conditional NFZ, the lateral, vertical and time-based conflict check can be omitted directly -the conditional NFZ is invisible for this aircraft. On the other hand, if an aircraft is free of conflict with the NFZ in another dimension (e.g., the aircraft flies above the maximum altitude of the NFZ), the aircraft's capability will not matter. A conflict with the NFZ exists if and only if it conflicts in all 5 dimensions with the aircraft: the aircraft penetrates the NFZ in 4D, when it is not allowed to according to its capabilities.
Besides describing the new concept, the paper presents results from 5-dimensional conflict detection trials. Based on an ash cloud scenario, an avoidance strategy is described depending on aircraft engines temperature. The simulation trials describe conflict detection runs based on a given ash cloud and traffic situation for different capability metrics.
Conflict Detection in N Dimensions
Typical stipulated lateral separations are 5 Nautical Miles (NM) for en-route airspace, and 3 NM in the Terminal Radar Approach Control (TRACON) area [1] . Vertically, a separation of 1000 feet (ft) is usually required. Several more specific 978-1-4799-8940-9/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE 1A5-1 rules exist, e. g., for in-trail flights due to wake turbulence issues and independently operated parallel runways. Two 4D-trajectories T 1 and T 2 are free of conflict according to a separation requirement S if
for all common times τ.
This paper is based on an efficient algorithm called N-dimensional Map (NDMap) for conflict detection between 4D-trajectories in large scale scenarios that was first presented on the 28 th DASC [2] . An extension of the algorithm allowing conflict detection between trajectories and polygons was described two years later [3] . A proof of the high conflict detection performance is given in Figure 1 . Using about 4.5 GB of memory, the algorithm detects all 24 117 conflicts of a European sample scenario covering 33 000 trajectories in just 82 seconds.
Figure 1. Conflict Detection Times for 33 000 Trajectories
The main idea of the NDMap algorithm is the subdivision of airspace into regions that contain preferably one trajectory, only. The subdivision is performed in every dimension simultaneously.
Thus, the algorithm generates a hexadecimal tree for 4D airspace where each node has up to 16 children. The root tile is defined as shown in Table 1 . The value S defines the minimum tile size for each dimension, and can be set to the separation requirements (here: 5 arc minutes and 1000ft). Since the time is used as common reference, the time dimension has no explicit separation requirement. However, 90 seconds proved to be an efficient choice as minimum tile size.
The last column of Table 1 holds the necessary number of subdivisions until the minimum tile size is reached. Summarizing, 12 recursive subdivisions are necessary to cut Earth into tiles of 5 NM and 1000 ft. Dimensions with lower subdivision requirements stay constant after reaching minimum tile size, resulting in a thinner tree.
Since Table 1 assumes a Cartesian coordinate system while this is not true with real world, some effort was invested to respect  The decreasing size of a longitudinal arc minute in nautical miles when coming closer to the Poles;
 Singularities at the Poles with undefined longitudes;
 The discontinuity at the dateline, covering both neighborhood relations and shortest flights crossing the dateline issues.
The subdivision is performed unless a node  Contains no more than one object; or  Would undershoot the required minimum tile size S.
A tile contains an object, if the object penetrates the tile (fly-through), or the object gets closer to the object than separation S (fly-by), compare Figure 2 . Finally, if a leaf contains at least two objects including at least one fly-through, a potential conflict is detected. A final conflict-check is necessary to decide if the potential conflict is a real one, e.g., by combining the distance in latitude and longitude to a horizontal distance and checking against the separation requirements.
Besides trajectory objects, the algorithm also supports polygon objects. Polygon objects are defined by a 2D polygon and validity intervals in all other dimensions. In 4D airspace, 2D polygons are enhanced by an altitude and time interval. Modelling ash cloud data, the altitude interval defines minimum and maximum height of the ash, while the time interval specifies when the ash was located at the given position. Thus, multiple instances of ash clouds can be concatenated time-based to model a morphing shape. Furthermore, a trajectory can be assigned to a polygon in order to let it move in time.
The algorithm described above is coded in C++ with the number of dimensions as template parameter. Thus, the NDMap can easily be used for any number of dimensions. Current applications include, amongst others,  Geographical search in a navigation database in 2D (latitude and longitude);  A dynamic runway assignment algorithm in 3D (latitude, longitude, and runway bearing);  Traffic scenarios as described above in 4D (latitude, longitude, altitude, and time);
This paper suggests introducing a fifth dimension: capability.
The Fifth Dimension
Restricting the knowledge of the conflict detection and resolution algorithm to 4D data adds extra effort for synchronizing results with other relevant data, like procedure design or dynamic restrictions. Increasing the data handled by conflict management simplifies a harmonized processing and avoids sequence problems while generating a feasible solution.
Volcanic Ash
Volcanic ash is already supported by the NDMap. Ash data is modeled as several 4D polygon objects. The most vulnerable parts of an aircraft to be damaged by volcanic ash are engines. Ash contains silicium that melts at hot temperatures in the combustion chamber. The hot ash then cools down on the turbine blades and may stall the engine [4] . Thus, there is a link between contamination severity and engine temperature. For the sake of an interesting example, let us assume that designated combinations of engine temperature and ash concentration are 1A5-3 acceptable. The idea is to define the capability parameter as an additional dimension to model both ash concentration and engine temperature. Therefore, engine temperatures can be classified in the fifth dimension into  Low temperature with value 0;  Medium temperature with value 1;  High temperature with value 2.
Following assumptions are not validated, and some of them do not even have a technical background. They are just put together for the sake of an interesting example explaining how the fifth dimension could be defined reasonably.
Let us assume that a high contaminated ash cloud should not be penetrated by any flights. Therefore, we set the capability interval to [-0.5, +2.5], resulting in a conflict with every engine temperature. If a low temperature engine is allowed in medium ash density, we set the capability dimension to [+0.5, +2.5]. Finally let low density ash allow penetration of low and medium temperature engines by using the interval [+1.5, +2.5]. Table 2 summarizes these settings for the fifth dimension. For all allowed combinations, the NDMap algorithm would skip the conflict check as soon as possible. Since a conflict is defined to violate separation requirements in every dimension, the nonconflicting fifth dimension renders further efforts in all other dimensions unnecessary. Indeed, ash with low contamination is invisible for aircraft with low or medium engine temperature.
Thus, besides allowing flexible conflict detection with conditional NFZs, the fifth dimension could even speed up conflict detection with ashclouds, if the benefit of invisibility of ash clouds outperforms the extra effort for building the tree with increased dimensions. Furthermore, it allows more flexibility when trying to solve conflicts. Instead of relying on a conflict resolution in the commonly used four dimensions, the fifth dimension could be used beneficially. If lateral, vertical and time-based resolution are inefficient or even impossible, cooling down the engines might be an option, e.g., by reducing climb power in the first place, or flying an appropriate cool-down procedure like a holding.
Of course, the described procedure is just a rough estimation for the real effects. The modeling also can be done in much more detail adding several new dimensions, covering properties like  Number of particles;  Size of particles;  Shape of particles;  Weight of particles;  Melting point;  Chemical composition.
In order to take advantage from the NDMap an appropriate representation of data is necessary allowing comparison with a separation metric, as performed for the example above.
Icing
The identical mechanisms as described for ash clouds are also useful to model icing conditions. Comparable to the ash cloud classification, icing conditions can be classified by means of  Probability of icing;  Droplet size;  Size of icing area;  Location of icing area.
The capability of the aircraft can be classified based on  Anti-icing equipment avoiding icing in the first place;
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 De-icing equipment trying to remove ice from surfaces;
 Sensitivity for ice accretion depending on the aircraft model;  Aircraft's state (e.g., recent treatment with de-icing fluid at departure airport).
Based on this information, a conflict metric can be defined for the ice dimension as summarized in Table 3 . The selected number of three discrete grades for both airspace and aircraft is arbitrary and can be refined as necessary. If desired, even a continuous icing capability can be defined.
Following the reasoning of this paper, a conflict model should cover both ash clouds and icing. If the capabilities can be generalized into one capability, only one additional dimension is necessary. However, if the approach models reality in more detail, two separate dimensions should be added resulting in a 6-dimensional tree. 
Capability-Based Routes
Another example on using conditional NFZs beneficially is the integration of routes that are flyable only by aircraft with covering a well-defined degree of equipage.
A former project christened Future Air Ground Integration (FAGI) proposed different routing for 4D-Flight Management System (FMS) equipped aircraft and all others [5] . While 4D-FMS aircraft are allowed to merge onto the centerline directly, unequipped aircraft are forced to fly a trombone approach in order to increase time-based precision for the merging of traffic (see Figure 4) .
Figure 4. FAGI Routing Depending on Equipage
In a conventional setup, a schedule would be generated for all arriving aircraft according to the defined procedures. Afterwards, 4D conflict detection would detect separation violations in the schedule, and a conflict resolution module would try to resolve the predicted conflicts. Having no knowledge at all about the procedures though, the conflict resolution module cannot guarantee adherence to the procedures for the resolution trajectories. Therefore, another module needs to check procedural compliance, and modify routes again, if necessary. Since this may generate new conflicts, conflict detection needs to be performed again… Using the fifth dimension in conflict management, operational procedures can be modeled in order to respect capability-based constraints. For example, the FAGI routing can be modeled as depicted in Figure 5 . Three polygonal areas are defined, one covering the unequipped part ("TromboneArea"), and two areas covering the northern and southern part of the centerline for the FMS-equipped fly zones ("FMSN" and "FMSS"). The given setup works for flights approaching from north and south.
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Figure 5. Conditional NFZs for FAGI Approach
A metric forcing unequipped aircraft into the trombone, while letting equipped aircraft fly the direct approach, can be composed easily. An example is collected in Figure 5 . The trombone polygon does not allow FMS equipped traffic. Other combinations are possible of course. FAGI's solution allowing equipped aircraft to enter the trombone area was the degradation to unequipped status, thus a degraded FMS flight could be handled as a third type of aircraft equipage. 
Allowed
Since polygons are defined in all N dimensions, possibilities to define more complex operations are manifold. First of all, the lateral shape of polygons can be much more complex than suggested in Figure  5 , compare the ash cloud shapes in Figure 3 . Furthermore, vertical constraints like flight level restrictions can be modeled using the altitude dimension. Night-time operations can be defined using the time dimension. If desired, a transition between day-and night-time operations can be modeled by assigning an N-dimensional trajectory to the polygon.
Also the capability/equipage dimension can model much more than just the FMS capability. The fifth dimension can also contain, among others,  Predicted noise emissions in order to model noise-sensitive area handling;
 Predicted CO 2 /NO x emissions to optimize environmental impact;
 Aircraft weight in order to select appropriate runways dynamically;  Aircraft's navigational performance for dynamic route selection.
Trials with Ash-Clouds
Trials with a fifth dimension covering ash clouds have been performed based on a European traffic scenario with 33 000 flights on one day. The data was collected from the Demand Data Repository (DDR) [6] . Engine temperatures can be generated by simulating the FMS trajectories. This simplified approach chooses hot engines for climbs, medium for cruise, and low temperatures for descents. The simplification only facilitates the generation of the fifth dimension for trajectories, real engine temperatures can be directly used if available.
The ash cloud data was collected by DLR's Institute of Atmospheric Physics from the eruption of Eyjafjallajökull in Iceland on 17 th April 2010, based on results from [7] . The ash cloud data contains 156 polygons with a total of 5585 sampling points. The data covers 8 time frames with 3 hours duration each, forming one day in total.
The traffic scenario used is not correlated to the day of the volcanic eruption. The date of traffic is 1 st July 2011, which was one of the heaviest traffic days in 2011. The day was chosen to create a demanding task. An overlay of the traffic scenario with the volcanic ash data yields 96 833 conflicts between trajectories and ash clouds, see Figure 6 . Even though some of the conflicts seem to be outside of the ash clouds, they are not.
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Figure 6. Ash Cloud Polygons in Conflict with Busy Traffic over Europe
The screen shot is done for one particular time, only (14:10:00), while conflicts are displayed for the whole day with different ash cloud positions. Realistic investigations on air traffic analysis of the Eyjafjallajökull eruption are described in [8] .
Calculating conflicts with 33 000 flights, the conflict detection takes 485 milliseconds per polygon for the 4 dimensional case. The algorithm uses 5.5 GB of memory for all objects.
Switching to 5 dimensional mode with the metrics proposed in Table 2 , the number of conflicts decreases to 58 954. Although the algorithm needs to detect fewer conflicts, the average detection time increases to 536 ms per polygon. Consuming 7.5 GB of memory, the NDMap also makes greater demands on the computer hardware. The increased effort can be reasoned by more complex conflict metrics. Table 5 summarizes the decrease of conflicts depending on the flight phase. If an aircraft leaves the conflict higher than it entered the conflict, the conflict is rated as climb conflict. Same entry and exit altitude count as cruise conflict, while all others are defined as descent conflict. 
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As expected, the number of conflicts decreases significantly for descent operations with low engine temperatures. The decrease is reasonable: a dense ash cloud is usually surrounded by a medium and a low density ash cloud. Thus, a conflict with high density ash cloud is usually counted three times. Assigning the 5 dimensional metrics, such conflicts only count once, resulting in a decrease to 1/3. Furthermore, conflicts with medium and low density also disappear.
The increase of climb conflicts can be explained by the chosen classification. A step-climb counts as one climb conflict when flying through low ash density in 4D. In 5D metrics, level segments do not conflict with low ash density and thus divide the single conflict in multiple climb conflicts. Table 6 summarizes average durations of conflicts for 4D and 5D metrics. Thus, using the ash conflict metrics from Table 2 would not only decrease the pure number of conflicts by nearly 40%, but also decrease average conflict duration by 27%. The total conflict duration reduces to 44.4% compared to the 4D metric, simplifying the computational effort for conflict resolution significantly with the modified metrics. 
Summary
This paper proposes to extend conflict management from today's standard 4 dimensions by one or more additional dimensions. Examples are provided for modeling ash clouds, handling of icing, and supporting capability based routes. Based on ash clouds, the systematic was clearly illustrated by a European example, proving that  Effort increases only slightly from 485 ms to 536 ms per polygon.  Memory requirements increase slightly from 5.5 GB to 7.5 GB.  According to the defined metrics, total conflict duration time reduces to 44.4%. This decreases computation burden for conflict resolution significantly.  Even though the practical value of the used metrics might be arguable, the general idea of reducing conflicts with more complex and precise metrics directly in conflict management is reasonable.
To the best of the author's knowledge, this is the first proposal to increase the number of dimensions in airspace conflict management. The advantages seem to overrule the negligible reduction of performance, because capability-based procedures modeled in the fifth dimension  are automatically validated for all flights by conflict detection;  are automatically respected for all flights by conflict resolution;  can beneficially be used for conflict resolution in the fifth dimension (e.g., the cool-down of engines);  help to avoid recursions between layout tools generating conflicts and conflict management generating procedure violations.
As already stated in the paper, even more dimensions covering different procedural characteristics are reasonable, e.g., aircraft emissions.
One upcoming practical extension of this work is the definition of a maximum-allowed-conflicts (MAC) attribute for each object. Usually, this number should be zero for every aircraft and NFZ. However, the MAC would allow definition of sector loads. A sector could be modeled by a 4D polygon with the MAC set to the maximum number of allowed aircraft within the sector.
Future work will concentrate on putting whole operational concepts into the conflict management. Aside from memory limitations that may be overcome with bigger computers, real limiting factors are not foreseeable yet.
